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BY
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In what follows X and Y are topological vector spaces (Hausdorff) over

the reals, and 5 and T are subsets of X and Y respectively. When 5 and T

are convex, a mapping/: S-^T is said to be affine if/ preserves convex com-

binations: x, y(ES, O^agl impliesf(ax + (l— a)y) = af(x) + (1 — a)f(y). It is

easy to verify (and well known) that if / is affine, then / preserves more gen-

eral combinations: /(^2l= i ctiXi) = 22l=i a'f(xi) whenever X\, ■ ■ -,xn G S,

oi\, • • ■ , an = 0, 23"-i«i = l, and ^2a-i <*&*££. The set S is said to be an

affine semigroup when 5 is convex; S is a semigroup (relative to some multi-

plication on S), and multiplication is separately affine; i.e., for each x£S,

the mappings y—>xy and y—>yx are affine functions. If, in addition, 5 is a

topological semigroup (relative to the topology inherited from X), S is an

affine topological semigroup.

Such semigroups are often encountered: in Theorem 8 below it is shown

that a finite dimensional affine semigroup with unit (identity element) and

zero is always a matrix semigroup, and it is clear that every convex set of

linear transformations of X into itself which is a semigroup under composition

is an affine semigroup. An infinite dimensional affine semigroup of special

interest is the semigroup of measures on a compact group [9].

§1 of the paper is devoted to some properties of general affine (not neces-

sarily finite dimensional) semigroups, including for the sake of completeness

several results due to others. §2 gives a complete characterization of all one

and two dimensional compact affine topological semigroups and of all one

dimensional affine semigroups; all possible multiplications are listed in each

of these cases. The final §3 includes proofs that the minimal ideal of each

one or two dimensional compact affine topological semigroup is convex;

a similar statement can be made for three dimensional semigroups with unit,

but examples are given which show the theorem is false for dimension three

without unit and for dimension ^ four in general.

1. The first theorem of this section is due to J. G. Wendel (unpublished);

its proof is included for the sake of completeness. First, however, recall that

the space X is locally convex if there is a basis for open sets at the additive

identity of X consisting of convex sets, and an extreme point of convex 5 is a
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point x which is interior to no line segment of S: if x = ay-\-(l— a)z, with

0<a<l, y, zES, then x = y = z. It is well known that extreme points of a

compact convex subset 5 of a locally convex space exist, and in fact, the

smallest closed convex set containing the set of extreme points of S is 5

itself [4].

Theorem 1 (Wendel). If S is a compact affine topological semigroup with

unit, and X is locally convex, then every element of S with inverse is an extreme

point of S.

Proof. Denote by u the unit of 5 and let w = ax + (l —a)y, where x, yES,

0<a<l. If q is an extreme point of S, then q = qu=aqx-\-(l— a)qy, so q = qx

= qy. A similar statement holds for convex combinations of extreme points of

5: if z= 23?-1 a<<Z«> witn 23?-i «>= 1, «i, • • • , an^0, and qx, • ■ • , qn extreme

points, then zx= 23?-i <*.?»* = 23?-i ottqiy = zy. But then, the Krein-Milman

theorem shows that u is the limit of a net [3] {xn}, where xnx = x„y, hence

x = ux = (\imn x„)x = lim„ (xnx) =limn (xny) = (limn xn)y = uy = y. Thus, u is an

extreme point. Finally, if tES has an inverse and t = ax-\-(l— a)y, x, yES,

0<a<l, then u = t~1t = at~~lx-\-(l—a)t~1y implies t~lx = t~1y, so x=y, and t is

an extreme point.

It perhaps should be remarked that Wendel assumed 5 was a subset of

a topological algebra, but it is clear that his proof of the above theorem re-

quires only a multiplication of the proper sort on S.

The proof of the next theorem can be made to depend on the fixed point

theorem of Tychonoff: every continuous mapping of a convex compact subset

of a locally convex space has a fixed point. However, all that is required is the

fact that every continuous affine mapping of a convex compact subset of a

locally convex space has a fixed point; a simple proof of the latter theorem was

given by Nikaido in [5].

Theorem 2. Let X be locally convex, TEX be a compact affine topological

semigroup with unit, G be a closed subgroup of T, and S be the closed convex hull

of G. Then there exists points $ES, gEG such that $Sg= {sg\.

Proof. Let A = {ax, • ■ ■ , am) EG, B={fx, • • ■ , /„} C-X"*, the space of

continuous linear functions on X. Define F: X—^Euclidean w-space by F(x)

= (/i(*)i ■ • • . fn(x)). Then F is continuous and linear. Now the mapping

s—>w_1 23?^i sai °f S mto itself is affine and continuous, so by Nikaido's

theorem there exists sa in 5 such that So = m~} 23f-i so^u and hence s0g

= w-123"i s0aig, all gEG. But then F(s0g) -*rlf5-i HWig), ah gEG, so
the compactness of G implies there exists go in G such  that  ||TXs0go)

= max {||F(s«g)||: g E G}.      Then      \\F(s0go)\\     =    ||«-1 E"i ^ofltfo)

^m-123r-i||F(50a,go)||, and ||F(50go)|| ̂ ||/?(soo«o)|| for all i, by the choice

of go and the fact that a{goEG; thus ||F(^0go)|| =||F(.$oa.-go)[|, i=l, • ■ ■ , m.

The   latter   fact  together with   F(s0go) =»*-123i,-i F(50a,go) implies F(s0go)
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= F(saaigo), i=1, 2, • ■ • , m. An obvious compactness argument implies

there exists (S. g)EC\{N(A, B):A finite C.G, B finite C^*}, where N(A, B)

= {(s, g):sES, g£G, and f(sg)=f(sag), all a£A,fEB}, and it follows that
f(sg) =f(sag), each aGG and all/GA'*. However, X* separates points of X,

and in particular, of S, so that sg = Sag, all a(E.Gri.e., \sg] =$Gf>. But then

since 5 is the closed convex hull of G, it is also true that {Sj>} = SSg.

Corollary. // S is a compact affine topological semigroup and if every ex-

treme point of S has an inverse, then S has a zero.

Proof. Let G be the set of elements with inverse; G is known to be a com-

pact group [7], and the hypotheses imply that the closed convex hull of G

is 5. An application of Theorem 2 yields si(E.S, giGG such that {sigi} =siSgi,

and an application of the left-right dual of Theorem 2 yields s2£S, g2E.G such

that {g2s2} =g2Ss2. Since gu g2 have inverses, {s\} =S\S and {52} =552, i.e.;

5i is a left zero and s2 is a right zero. It is then clear that 525i is a zero.

The preceding corollary was proved by Peck in [6]. However, again it

was assumed there that G was a subset of a topological algebra, while the

above proof shows that only a local assumption of multiplication is required.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is basically the same as that used by

Nikaido in his proof of the invariant mean-value theorem [5].

Minimal ideals and idempotents play a crucial role in this paper, and the

reader is referred to [8] and [l] for the pertinent facts concerning them. It is

shown there that any compact topological semigroup 5 has minimal left

ideals, minimal right ideals, and a unique minimal two-sided ideal K, called

the kernel, that all of these are (topologically) closed, that K is the union

of the minimal left ideals and also of the minimal right ideals, and finally,

that the intersection of any minimal right and minimal left ideal is a group.

As a consequence of the last result, 5 always contains an idempotent; in

the affine case this follows easily from the Tychonoff fixed-point theorem, for

the mapping x—>x2 of S into itself has a fixed point.

The next theorem contains some of the obvious information concerning

the ideals; a more detailed analysis is presented in the final section three.

Theorem 3. Let S be a compact affine topological semigroup with X locally

convex. Then (a) each minimal left or right ideal of S is convex, (b) x£K if and

only if xSx = {x}; in particular, each point of the kernel is an idempotent.

Proof, (a) If L is a minimal left ideal and e(E.L, then L = Se, by minimal-

ity. The mapping x—fxe of S onto L is affine and its image is convex, since an

affine function clearly preserves convexity. A similar proof holds for minimal

right ideals.

(b) If x(EK, there exist unique L and R (minimal left and right ideals

respectively) for which x(E.Lr\R, and it was shown in [l] that Lr\R = eSf~\Se

= eSe, if e denotes the unit of the group eSe. Note that the mapping y—=>eye
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is affine with image eSe, so eSe is convex. It is also compact, and so is a com-

pact affine group, with unit e. It then follows from Theorem 1 that eSe is a

point, so that e = x, x is idempotent, and {x} =xSx. Conversely, if {x\ = xSx,

fix eEK\ then x = xexEK, the latter since K is an ideal.

The fact that eSe is a point also follows directly from the Tychonoff theo-

rem, for by that theorem eSe is a group with the fixed point property; such

groups must be points.

A linear manifold (manifold, affine subspace) M of X is a translate of some

linear subspace N. It is well known that under these circumstances, N-\-a= M

for every aEM. The manifold generated by a nonvoid subset A of X is the

intersection of all manifolds containing A ; the notation M(A) is used through-

out this paper. J17(^4) is a manifold, and is known to be the set of all points

23?-i ajXi-\-(l— 23?-i ai)a> for any aEA, where n is a positive integer, and

Xi, • • • , x„EA. These sets play an important part in sections two and three,

and their use is also required for the next several theorems.

Theorem 4. If S is a compact affine topological semigroup and L is a mini-

mal left ideal, then M(L)C\S = L (dually for minimal right ideals).

Proof. Since LEM(L), it is trivial that LEM(L)C\S. For the reverse

inclusion, fix e£7 and let xEM(L)(~\S. Then x= 23?-i <*»#» +(1 — 23?=i a«')e»
for some n and Xi, • • • , x„EL. But then (since e is a right unit for L) xe

= 23?-i (XiXie + (l— 23?-1 cti)e*= 23?-1 <XiXi + (l- 23?-1 <Xi)e = x; hence x = xe
ESe = L.

Theorem 5. Let S be a compact affine topological semigroup with kernel K

and E its set of idempotents. Denote by H the union of all the sets He,for eEE\K,

where He is the maximal subgroup containing e. Then H is contained in the

boundary of S.

Proof. First let eEE\K, and hxfEK- Then efeEK, so efeEE and efey^e.
Let M denote the manifold generated by e and efe; it is easily verified that

M is an affine semigroup with e as unit and efe as zero and that the line seg-

ment T=MC\S is a compact affine topological semigroup. Now e is an end-

point of T: if not, there exist aES and a>l such that a = ae-\-(l — a)efe,

and it follows that an = ane-\-(\ — an)efe, for all n. Since e^efe, there exists

FEX* such that F(e)^F(efe). Now if F(efe)=0, { F(a")) = {anF(e)\, an un-

bounded set of real numbers. If F(efe)y^0, let G = F/F(efe)EX*; then
{G(a")} = {a"[G(e) — l] + l}, again an unbounded sequence of reals. Thus,

S is unbounded, contradicting the compactness of S. Hence e is an end-point

of T, and it follows that e is a boundary point: if not, eES° (the interior of S),

and there exist x, yETand 0<a<l such that e = ax-\-(l— a)y, contradicting

the fact that e is an end-point of T.

Now, let xEH, so that there exists eEE\K such that xEHe. If 77e= {e},

then x = e is a boundary point. If He7* {e} and T is the closed convex hull of
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H„, then Tisa compact affine topological sub-semigroup of S, and the corollary

to Theorem 2 shows there is a zero z for T, with z$ff«. Now one can proceed

as above, by showing that x is an end-point in 5 of the manifold through z

and x, and hence is a boundary point of S: if x is not an end-point there

exist aQ.S and a> 1 such that a = ax-\-(l— a)z, and hence ax~1=ae-\-(l —a)z.

But then, exactly as above, since e is the unit of M({e, z}) and z its zero, one

knows that e is an end-point in 5 of M({e, z}), so a ts 1, a contradiction.

The previous theorem should be compared with Theorem 1; that theorem

gives the result that Hu is contained in the set of extreme points if u is the

unit (and so is clearly contained in the boundary), while Theorem 5 says for

every idempotent e not in the kernel that He is contained in the boundary

(examples yield many He's which are not contained in the set of extreme

points).

Two affine semigroups 5 and T are said to be equivalent if there exists a

1-1 affine function/of 5 onto T which at the same time is an isomorphism;

if S and Tare topological semigroups as well/is required to be bi-continuous.

Motivation for this definition of equivalence is found in the following theorem

and in the fact that each finite dimensional affine semigroup (see §2) is equiv-

alent under such a mapping to an affine semigroup of Euclidean re-space.

Theorem 6. Let S be an affine semigroup and f a 1-1 affine mapping on S

to X, with T=f(S). Then T is an affine semigroup relative to the multiplication

induced on T from S by f. If, in addition, S is a topological semigroup and f is

bi-continuous, then T is also an affine topological semigroup relative to this

multiplication.

Proof. Since/ is affine and 5 convex, it is clear that T is convex. Now, for

p and gG T, define pq =f\f~1(p) /_1(?) ]• It is clear that this product makes T

into a semigroup, and all that should be checked is that T is affine. If p, q,

r<=T, Ogagl, then p[otq + (l-a)r]=f[f-1(p)-f-1{aq + (l-a)r\], and the

latter =f[f-1(p){af-l(q)+(l-a)f-l(r)}] since/-' is also affine. But then

this is/[«/-»(^»)-/-i(3)+(1-a)/-i(/>)./-i(r))] since S is affine, and this in

turn is apq-\-(\ —a)pr, since/ is affine. This multiplication is clearly continu-

ous if S is topological and / is a homeomorphism.

Under certain conditions the multiplication on an affine semigroup S can

be extended to all of M(S), and this fact is of importance in §§2 and 3. The

next few theorems give information bearing on this extension problem. Pre-

liminary to this, however, we need the notion of dimension (and it is the usual

linear dimension). The dimension of a convex set 5 is the cardinal number of a

basis of M(S)—a, for any fixed a(£S. This definition is meaningful, since

M(S) —a is a linear space (and so has a basis), and M(S) —a = M(S)—b, for

any a, b(ES. In case 5 is finite dimensional, say of dimension re, one sees easily

that an equivalent formulation is that every element x of M(S) be uniquely

expressible    as    x = ]C?-i aix< + (1 — ]C?-i «i)a,    for    any    fixed    set
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{xx, Xi, • ■ ■ , xn, a) ES for which {xx—a, ■ • ■ , xn— a} is linearly independ-

ent. Such a set {xx, Xi, ■ • • , xn, a} ES is called an affine basis for M(S).

Theorem 7. Let S be an n-dimensional affine semigroup, and M(S) be the

manifold generated by S. Then the multiplication on S is uniquely extendable

over M(S), and relative to this multiplication M(S) becomes an affine semigroup.

Proof. Let {xi, • • • ,x„, xn+x} ES be an affine basis for M(S), x, yEM(S),

and x=23?-+i«.*i, y= 23"-i Pi*. 23?->,- = l, 23ft1 &=1, and define
xy= /.i<,-.j^n+i aSiXiXi. Now this product clearly depends on the choice of

basis; it is, however, separately affine on M(S)XM(S) to M(S)XM(S) and

agrees with the given multiplication when restricted to SXS. Similar state-

ments hold if a product is defined by means of a different affine basis, and the

uniqueness of product then follows from the fact that any two separately

affine functions on M(S)XM(S) to M(S)XM(S) which agree on SXS are

identical. Finally, the associativity of the multiplication on M(S) follows

directly from the facts that the multiplication is separately affine on M(S)

and is associative when restricted to S.

Theorem 8. Every finite dimensional affine semigroup S with left or right

unit is equivalent to a semigroup (under composition) of affine transformations

of 17(5). In particular, if S also has either a left or right zero, then S is equivalent

to a semigroup of matrices, each having real entries.

Proof. Let {x\, • ■ • , xn, xn+x} be a fixed affine basis for il7(5) and if

xES, define lx: M(S)—>M(S) by lx(y)=xy, for yEM(S), where the product

xy is justified by Theorem 7. The mapping lx is clearly affine, and if lx — ly

and u is a right unit, then x = xu = lx(u) = /„(w) =yu = y; i.e., the mapping

x—>lz embeds 5 in a 1-1 fashion into a set of affine functions of M(S)-^M(S).

Now if x, yES and a-f-j8=l, one sees that lxy(z) = (xy)z = x(yz) =lx(ly(z))

= (lx-lv)(z) and lax+fiv(z) = (ax+Py)z = axz+Pyz = alx(z) + filv(z), for all

zEM(S); i.e., x—>/x is a homomorphism between S and its image and is

affine. In case S has a left unit the procedure just outlined can be used, with

left multiplications being replaced by right ones.

If 5 has a right zero e, let T=S — e, and 0 = the additive unit of A7-. Then

T becomes (Theorem 6) an affine semigroup with right or left unit and with

9 as right zero, and is equivalent to S. By the first part of this theorem, T is

equivalent to a semigroup Tn of affine transformations of the w-dimensional

vector space L = M(T). But note that if /: L—>L is the affine mapping lx,

where xET, then y, zEM(T), a, /3 real =^f(ay-\-fiz) =lx(ay+(3z) =x(ay+/3z)

= x{ay + l3z + [l - (a + /3)]0} = axy + j3xz + [l - (a + j3)]xd = axy

-r-/3xz+[l — (cx-\-l3)]0 = axy+L3xz = af(y) +j3f(z); i.e., / is actually linear, and

consequently is an nXn matrix with real entries. Thus, S is equivalent to the

matrix semigroup T„, since the mapping 5—>s — e—>/s_e is clearly a 1-1 affine

mapping of 5 onto Tn. If 5 has a left zero, the proof proceeds similarly, using

right multiplications.
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It perhaps should be remarked that the hypotheses on 5 in the previous

theorem can be changed slightly: one need not require that the zero and unit

actually be in S, but that there is a zero and/or unit for M(S) somewhere in

M(S). In many examples this is actually the case.

2. In this section, characterizations are given of all one dimensional

affine (topological or not) semigroups and of all two dimensional compact

affine topological semigroups. More precisely, if 5 is a one dimensional affine

semigroup the multiplication is one of four kinds unless S=M(S), in which

case a fifth multiplication is possible. If S is a two dimensional compact affine

topological semigroup, then the multiplication is one of seventeen kinds.

With this information, it is possible to say in most cases that 5 is equivalent

to sub-semigroups of certain fixed semigroups of the real line or of the plane.

The methods used here become somewhat cumbersome in dimension three

or greater, but it is expected that refinements of the techniques will be suc-

cessful there, also.

Recall that the kernel K of a compact topological semigroup 5 is its

minimal two-sided ideal and is known to be closed. It is also known to be the

union of the minimal left ideals of 5, and is also the union of the minimal right

ideals of S. Each minimal left and minimal right ideal is closed and is convex

when 5 is affine.

Theorem 9. If S is a one dimensional affine semigroup then M(S) is equiv-

alent to the real line under one of the following multiplications: (a) usual,

(b) xy = 0, allx, y, (c) xy = x+y, allx, y, (d) xy = x, allx, y, (e) xy = y, allx, y.

Proof. Denote by M the manifold generated by S; the first claim is that

M contains an idempotent. To see this, fix p(EM. If p2^p, let p3 = ap

+ (l-a)p2. Ifa = 0, then (p2)2 = pi = p3-p = p2p^p3 = pi, and p* is the desired

idempotent. If a^O, direct computation shows that ((a — l)/a)p-\-(l/a)p2 is

an idempotent, so that M has an idempotent, say e. Now suppose first there

exists p^e such that p2 = e. Then pe = p3 = ep. If p3 = p, then pe=p = ep, e is a

unit and (p+e)/2 is a zero (for M(S)), and the mapping ae + (l —ct)(p+e)/2

—hx is an equivalence between M(S) and the real line under the usual multi-

plication. If p3 = e, then pe = e = ep, e is a zero for M(S), [ae + (l— a)p]

■ [/?e + (l — B)p]=e, and the mapping ap-{-(l — a)e—*a is an equivalence be-

tween M(S) and the real line under the multiplication (b). Now p3 = ae

+ (l—a)p for some a, so e = e2 = (p2)2 = pi=aep + (l— a)p2 = aep + (l — a)e,

and ae-aep. If a = 0, then p3 = p and if a^O, e = ep = p3. Next, suppose for

no p9±e is it true that p2 = e. Fix p?*e and let pe = ae + (l— a)p, so that

pe = ae-\-(l — a)pe. Then ape=ae, and pe — p or pe = e. Similarly, ep = p or

ep = e, and four cases result. If pe = p = ep, then p2 = 2p — e, for otherwise the

point a/(a — 2)e-\-2/(2—a)p has its square equal to e and is not e, where

pi = ap + (1 - a)e. But then [ap + (1 - a)e][bp + (1 - b)e] = (a + b)p

+ [l — (a+b)]e, and the mapping ap + (l — a)e—>a is an equivalence between

M and the reals under addition. Note that in this case S=M, since there
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are no proper convex sub-semigroups of the additive reals. If pe = p and

ep = e, then p = pe = p(ep)=(pe)p = pp = p2, and [ae + (l-a)p]\Be + (l-P)p]

= ae + (l—a)p. If pe = e and ep = p, similar arguments show \ae-\-(l—a)p]

■ [/3e + (l— L3)p]=fie + (1— P)p. Then the mapping ae + (l— a)/>—>a is an

equivalence between M and the reals under either (d) or (e). Finally, if pe = e

and ep = e, let p2 = ae + (l— a)p, and u= (a/(a — l))e + ( — l/(a — l))p (note

that a^l since p2^e). Then u2 = u-^e, u is a unit for M, and the mapping

f3u + (l — /3)c—>|8 is an equivalence between il7 and the reals under usual

multiplication.

Corollary. 7/ 5 *s a owe dimensional compact affine topological semigroup,

then S is equivalent to either (a) an interval ot^x^fi, under the usual multiplica-

tion of reals, where —1 :ga<j8^1, or (b) the interval O^a^l, with either the

multiplication aj3 = 0, aj3 = a, or <xI3 = l3 all a, l3.

The above theorem and corollary complete the characterization of the

one dimensional semigroups. The remainder of this section is devoted to those

affine semigroups which are two-dimensional compact and topological, and

the general procedure is roughly the same as before, save for considerable

complication. The cases considered are (a) there exists a two dimensional

minimal left (or minimal right) ideal, (b) there exists a one dimensional

minimal left ideal and a one dimensional minimal right ideal, (c) there exists

a one dimensional minimal left ideal and all minimal right ideals are degener-

ate or the dual of this, and (d) S has a zero. It is emphasized that in the rest

of this section S is a two dimensional compact affine topological semigroup.

Lemma 1. If S has a 2-dimensional minimal left ideal, then xy—x, all

x, yEM(S). Dually, if S has a 2-dimensional minimal right ideal, then xy = y,

all x, yEM(S).

Proof. Let L be a two dimensional minimal left ideal. Then there exist

e, f, g distinct points of L such that {e, f, g) forms an affine basis for M(S);

for example, e^/can be chosen, and choose gEL\M({e,f\). Recall now that

xEL implies Sx = L and xSx= {x}; these facts imply xt = x, all tEL. As a

consequence, (ae+f3f-\-yg)(ae-{-bf-\-cg) =ae+pf+yg, whenever a+^+y = l,

a-\-b-\-c=l; i.e., multiplication is xy = x. A similar argument applies if 5

has a 2-dimensional minimal right ideal.

Lemma 2.7/5 has both a one dimensional minimal left ideal and a one dimen-

sional minimal right ideal, then M(S) is equivalent to the plane, with the multi-

plication (x, y)(a, b) = (x, b), 5 = 7C, and S is equivalent to the unit square with

vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 1).

Proof. Let L and R be the minimal left and right ideals respectively. Then

(as was seen in proof of Theorem 3) LC\R = {g}. Since L and R are bounded

closed line segments, L and R have end-points e and / respectively for which
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g9±e,g?*/. Since {g) = LC\R = SeC\fS, it follows g =/e and/e = g$M({«,/}):

if fe — ae-\-(\— a)f, then fe=f2e = afe + (l — ct)f, so (1— a)/e = (l — a)f, and
fe = eorf, a contradiction. Thus, {«,/,/«} form an affine basis for M(S). Note

then that ef=aeJcBfJryfe, for some a, B, y such that a+/3+7 = 1, and

e = efe = ae+Bfe-r-yfe (by Theorem 3), so that a=\ and (8+7 = 0. Similarly

f=fef = afe-\-Bf-\-yfe implies 8=1 and a+7 = 0. Together, these imply

ef=e+f-fet and then (ae+Bf+yfe)(ae + bf+cfe)=ae+bf+[l-(a + b)]fe,
whenever a+/3+7=l, a-\-b-\-c = l. It is then easy to see that the mapping

ae+Bf-r-yfe—>(«, j3) is an affine homeomorphism between M(S) and R2 which

is also an isomorphism between M(S) and R2 with the multiplication

(a, B)(a, b) = (a, b). It is also clear that under this mapping 5 is equivalent

to a compact affine sub-semigroup Toi R2 containing (0, 1), (0, 0), (1, 0), and

(1, 1), and by direct computation, xSx= {x}, all x(ES, i.e., K = S, by Theo-

rem 3. Now we show 5 equivalent to the unit square. Let g be an extreme

point of S, and let e and/ be the other end points respectively of the minimal

left ideal Sg and the minimal right ideal gS (note that both Sg and gS are

nondegenerate line segments: if a, bQ.K = S the map xa—>xb of Sa into Sb is

onto and also 1 — 1, the latter since xa = yb=>x = xax = ybx(£yS;butx€zSy also,

since x, y(E.Sa=>Sa = Sx = Sy and then x(E.ySf~\Sy= {y}=>x = y. Hence the

cardinal of .So = the cardinal of Sb and so dimL = l implies' dim Sa and

dim Sb=\. But there exists no minimal left ideal of dim 2 by the previous

lemma, for then the incorrect multiplication obtains. In like fashion, dim R

= 1, all R. Now the claim is made that e and / are extreme points: if e

= ax + (l— ct)y with x, y(£S, O^a^l, then g = ge = agx-{-(l — cc)gy. Since g

is an extreme point, g = gx or g = gy, and so x = xgx = xg£ESg or y = ygy = yg

(E.Sg. If either xOSg or yESg, then eG [x, y] implies both x, y(ESg, and e an

extreme point of Sg implies e = x or e = y\ i.e., e is an extreme point of 5.

Similarly/is an extreme point. As seen in the proof above g=/e, and ef=e+f

—fe. It is now claimed that ef is an extreme point and the convex hull of

{e, f, fe, ef] is 5. If ef=ax + (l— a)y, then f=fef=afx + (l—a)fy, so / an
extreme point implies f=fx or fy and xf — xfx = x or yf=yfy=zy, i.e., x(£Sf or

yQSf, and so ef£Sfr\[x, y] implies x, yG5/. Similarly, ef=ax+(l— oc)y
implies e = efe = axe-\-(I — a)ye, e = xe or ye, x = xex = ex or y^yey = ey,

xQ.eS or yQ.eS, and x, yQ.eS; i.e., x, y(E.eSr\Sf= {ef}, and ef is an extreme

point of S. Thus/e, e, f, ef are extreme points of 5. Now let x<E.S = K, and

let {a} = Sxf^feS, {b} = SxC\eS. Then eS fe = e(Sf)e = {e} implies bfe = e and

feSfe= [fe] implies afe=fe. Since x = aa + (l— a)b it follows that xfe

= afe-\-(l—a)e. But then since fe and e are end points of Sfe = Se, O^a^l,

and since aQfeS=fS and bQeS = efS, it follows that xGconvex hull of

\e,f, ef,fe}-\ i.e., 5 is this convex hull. It is now easy to verify that the map-

ping ae+Bf+yfe—>(a, 8) takes 5 onto the unit square.

Lemma 3. If S has a one dimensional minimal left ideal and all minimal

right ideals are degenerate, then M(S) is equivalent to the plane under one of the
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following multiplications: (1) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, xb+y), (2) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, y),

or (3) (x, y) (a, b) = (0, y). Dually, if S has a one dimensional minimal right ideal

but all minimal left ideals are degenerate, the multiplication is either (1')

(x, y)(a, b) = (xa, ya+b), (2') (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, b), or (3') (x, y)(a, b) = (0, b).

Proof. Let L be a one dimensional minimal left ideal, L = [e,f], with e^f.

Note that if there exists uEM(S)\M(L) such that u2 = u then u is a left

unit for u■ M(L) and uM(L)EM(L), since M(L) is a left ideal of M(S); then

u-M(L) nonvoid implies there exists kEM(L) 3 uk — k. Since e^f, not

both e and f=k, say ey^k; then ue = ae + (l —ct)k, so ue = u2e = aue + (l —a)k

and (1— a)ue = (l— a)k. If as^l, ue = k, so that u-M(L) = {k}. If a = l,

ue = e. Now {u,e,k\ is an affine basis for M(S), so (au+@e+yk)(au+be+ck)

= aau2+pe + (y+ac)k+abue, always. Here, u2 = u, and in the first case

ue={k], the product is aau+pe + [l — (aa+P)]k. In the second case ue = e,

and the product becomes aau + ((3+ab)e + [l — (aa+j3+ab)]k. But then the

mapping ctu + Be+yk—">((*., )3) is an equivalence between the plane, with either

(x, y)(a, b) = (xa, y) or (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, xb + y). If there exists no

uEM(S)\M(L) for which ui = u, fix uES\M(L); then since uLQL and L
has the fixed point property, there exists kEL such that uk = k, where it

can be assumed k^e. Now, u2 = au+3k+ye implies k — u2k=ak+Pk+ye,

so7&=7£. But k^e, so that 7 = 0 and u2 = au+BkEM({u, k}). Since every

minimal right ideal is degenerate, k is a left zero for 17(5), and it follows

easily that M({u, k}) is a semigroup, with k as zero. By assumption the only

idempotent in M({u, k}) is k itself, and Theorem 9 shows that u2 = k. Next,

note that if ue = ae-\-(l— a)k, then k = ke — u2e = aue + (l — a)k, so ak = aue

and (whether a = 0 or not) ue = k. But then the product becomes aak+8e

+ (y+ac)k+abk = 0u+8e + (l—8)k, and the mapping au+Be+yk—>(a, /?)

is an equivalence between 17(5) and the plane, with (x, y)(a, b) = (0, y).

Similar arguments apply when there exists a minimal right ideal of dimension

one.

Remark 1. In the previous lemma the multiplication (x, y)(a, b)

= (xa, xb+y) can be obtained as a matrix multiplication, specifically by

representing (x, y) as the matrix

CO-
The following argument shows that any compact affine semigroup relative

to this multiplication must be equivalent to a subset of the semigroup

{(x, y): | x| +1 y\ ^ 1}: in the proof of the previous lemma, for the case being

considered, uk = k, ue = e, so u is a unit; but then k could be chosen as

(e+f)/2 (ior u- (e+f)/2 = (e+f)/2). The mapping F:au+i3e+yk-+(ct, P) then
takes u into (l,0),einto (0, 1), k into (0, 0), and/into (0, -1), and F(S) = T

must contain the points (0, 1), (0, 0), and (0, —1). If (x, y)ET, so also is
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(x, y)(0, 1) = (0, x+y) and (x, y)(0, —1) = (0, — x+y), and \x\ +\y\ = x+y,

—x—y, x — y, or —x+y. Now (0, 1) and (0, —1) are the end points of F(L)

in T, so(0,x+y) = (x, y)(0, 1) E F(L) and (0, -x+y) = (x, y)(0, -l)EF(L)

implies — l=x+y = l and — 1^— x+y = l. Thus, x+y^l, —x—y^l, and

|x|+|y|^lif|x|+|y| =x+y or —x — y. Similarly, —x+y^l and x — y_l

implies   |x|+|y|:gl  when   |x|+|y|=—x+y  or  x—y;  i.e.,   in  all  cases,

|*|+M =1-
The compact affine semigroups relative to the multiplications (2) and (3)

are even easier to locate. In the case of (2), (x, y)" = (xn, y), so it is clear that if

F(S) = T is to be compact, it must be true that — 1 g.r — 1. Here since 5 con-

tained e, and k could be chosen as f(uL= \k}) it follows that (0, 1) and

(0, -l)er. Then if (x, y)GT, so also is (0, y) = (x, y)(0, 1) and |y| g 1; i.e.,

TE the square with vertices (1, 1), (1, —1),( —1, —1) and ( — 1, 1). In the

final multiplication (3) (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 0)G^ and since (x, y)2 = (0, y),

all (x, y)ET it is clear that a^y— 1, where a is the image of/under F; a = 0.

In this final case, then, all that can be said of T is that it can be any compact

convex set lying between the lines y = 1 and y = a, a^jO, and containing (1, 0),

(0, 1), (0, 0), and (0, a).

Lemma 4. // 5 has a zero 0, there exists x in M(S) with xt^O and x2

EM({0,x}).

Proof. Fix pES, p9*0. If p2EM({0, p}), the lemma is proved. If

p2EM({0, p}), then {0, p, p2} is an affine basis for M(S); let p3 = ap+bp2

+c0, with a+b+c=l. Then p* = (a + b2)p2+abp + (bc+c)0. If a = 0, then

(p2)2 = pi = b2p2 + (l-b2)0EM({0, p2}), p2^0, and the theorem is proved.

If a^0, let x = p2/2a + (-b/2a)p+[l-(l/2a-b/2a)]0, and it follows that

x2=(x+0)/2 and x^O.

Lemma 5. If S has a zero and there exists nEM(S) such that w2 = 0, wy^O,

then M(S) is equivalent to the plane relative to one of the following multiplications:

(1) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, xb+ya), (2) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, ya), or the dual (x, y)(a, b)

= (xa, xb), (3) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, 0), or the dual (x, y)(a, b) = (0, xa), or (4)

(x, y)(a, 6) = (0,0).

Proof. Observe first that if there exists pEM(S) such that np = n (or,

dually pn = n), then there exists an idempotent xEM(S)\M({0, re}) such

that rex = w(xre = re): if yEM{0, re}) then «y = 0=yre, so that if either ny = n

or yn = re, then y EM( {0, re}); thus, if p2 = p, p itself is the desired idempotent.

\lp2y*p, and if there exist x,yEM({p, p2}) such that xyEM({p, p2}), then

rexy = w, np = n, np2 = n=*n-m(S)=Q, since {p, p2, xy} form a basis; in par-

ticular 0 = re0 = re, a contradiction. Thus, M({p, p2}) is a semigroup, and

it is easy to see that 0 GM( {p, p2}). But now Theorem 9 provides the desired

x = x2EM({p, p2}).
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Observe next that n-M(S)KJM(S)nCM({0, »}): if, for example,

nxEM({§, n\) for some x£17(5), then {nx, 0, n] forms an affine basis for

17(5) and since n-nx = n-0 = nn = 0, it follows that wx = 0E17({0, n}), a

contradiction.

The final preliminary observation is that if pEM({0, n)) and npy^O

then there exists xG17({0, p)) such that nx = n (and dually): if np = n,

there is nothing to prove, and if np^n, then npEM({0, n}) by the preceding

observation, and there exists a, b such that a+b = l and np = a0+bn. Let

x = a0+Bp, where a = 1 — 1/6, B=l/b. Then xEM({0, p)) and nx = n.

For the proof of the lemma, let {0, n, x} be an affine basis for M(S), and

note that (ax + Bn + 70)(ox + bn + cO) = aax2 + Banx + abxn

+ (y+8b+ac+8c)0, whenever a-f-j8+7 = 1, a + b+c= 1. Two cases are en-

countered.

Case 1. There exists xEM(S) such that nx = n or xn = n. By the first

observation it may be assumed that x2 = x(£ 17( {0, «}). Then the product

becomes aax+Banx+abxn + (y+8b+ac+Bc)0. If nx = n, then xn = S0+en

implies xn = x2n = 80+exn, so 8xra = S0 and xn = n or 0. Similarly, if xn — n it

follows that nx — n or 0. Thus one obtains the subcases nx = n = xn, nx = n

and xw = 0; xn = n and wx = 0. The first gives the product aax + (Ba+ab)n

+ [l — (aa +Ba+ab) ]0, the second gives aax+8an + [l — (cta+Ba) ]0, and the

third gives aax+abn+ [l — (aa+ab) ]0, and it is clear then that the mapping

ax+8n+ 7O—>(a, 8) is an equivalence between M(S) and the plane, the latter

relative to either multiplications (1) or (2).

Case 2. nx is never n and xn is never n. In this case, the final observation

above shows that nx = 0 = xn, for all xEM(S). If 17(5)\17({0, n}) contains

an idempotent x, then the product becomes aax + (l—aa)0. If zero is the

only idempotent in 17(5), two subcases occur: (a) there exists x££17( {0, «})

such that 17({0, x}) is a semigroup, (b) A^JO, x}) is a semigroup for no

xEM({0, n}). In case (a), it follows from Theorem 9 that x2 = 0, and all

products in 17(5) are zero. In case (b), note then that x££17({0, n}) implies

x2 5* 0, for otherwise M( {0, x}) is a semigroup. Note also that (x2)2 E M( {0, x2})

if x2EM({0, n)), for if x2 = dx+en+f0, then (x2)2 = d2x2 + (l-d2)0. Thus,

x2£17({0, n}), and it is clear (since x2?^0 and y£17({0, «}) implies y2 = 0)

that it may be assumed x2 = n; the product is then Ox + craw+ (1 — aa)0. Thus,

in Case 2, the mapping ax+8n+y0^>(a, B) is an equivalence between 17(5)

and the plane, relative to one of the multiplications (3) or (4), and the proof

is concluded.
Remark 2. It is clear that any subset of the plane containing (0, 0) can

be a semigroup relative to multiplication (4). It is also obvious that if 7" is a

compact semigroup relative to any of the remaining multiplications, then

TE{(x, y): \x\ ^l}, for (x, y)n—>oo otherwise. For the multiplication (1) it

is easy to see that T meets each of the lines x = + 1 in at most the points (1,0)

and ( — 1, 0); for example, if (1, y)ET, then (1, y)n = (l, ny)—►(!, 00) unless
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y = 0, and similarly for ( — 1, y). In this case it can also be proved there exists

K>0 such that TE {(x, y): K\x\ +|y| ^K}; it is easy to see that this latter

set is a semigroup. To show the above containment, note first that T can be

assumed to contain the unit (1, 0), for the convex hull T' of T\J {(1,0)} is a

compact convex semigroup. Further, it can be assumed that T contains

8 = (— 1, 0) and contains (— x, — y) whenever it contains (x, y), for the convex

hull of T'KJbT' is such a semigroup containing T. Now for re = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ,

let x„=l/21,2n and y„ = max \y: (xn, y)ET}. Then, since (x„_i, 2x„yn)

= (xn, yn)2ET, it is clear that 2x„y„^y„_i, and by induction, that

1 - x» ~   ■y°l2«f21/2n - 1}/      In 2'

hence y„/(l—x„) ^2y0//re2 for all but finitely many re and there exists K>0

such that y„/(l—x„) =^K, all re. If (x, y) is in T and Kx+y>K, there exists

re such that x<xn, and then K<y/(l—x)<yn/(l—x„)^K, a contradiction.

In similar fashion, with x„ as above and yn = min \y: (xn, y)ET}, one obtains

y„ 1 2y0
-= 2y0 —-.-r —>-
1 - x„ 2«{21'2n - 1}      ln2

so there exists K' <0 such that y/(l -x) = K' and so K'x+y = K', all (x, y) G T.

At this point, it may be assumed Kx+y%K and Kx—y^K, all (x, y)ET.

But T is symmetric, so if (x, y) is in Quadrant II, (—x, —y)ET and so

K(—x) — (—y)^K; i.e., — Kx+y^K. Similarly, —Kx — y^K, so for all

(x,y)ET,K\x\+\y\=-K.
A final remark relative to the multiplications of Lemma 5 is this: any

convex symmetric set T containing (0, 0) is a semigroup relative to multi-

plications (2), for if (x, y), (a, b)ET then (x, y)(a, b) = (xa, ya)=a(x, y)

= a(x, y)+(l-a)(Q, 0)ET ii a^0 and (x, y)(-a, -b)ETiia^0. But then

~[(x,y)(-a, -b)] = -[(-xa, -ya)] = (xa, ya) = (x, y)(a, b)ET, by sym-

metry.

Lemma 6. If S has a zero 0 and re2 = 0 for no re^O in M(S), then M(S) is

equivalent to the plane relative to either the multiplication (1) (x, y) (a, b) = (xa, yb)

or (2) (x, y)(a, b) = (xa—yb, xb+ya).

Proof. By Lemma 4, there is xEM(S) for which x^0 and M({0, x}) is a

semigroup, and by Theorem 9 there is an idempotent eEM({0, x}) with

e^0 (since by assumption xMO). Fix pEM({0, e}). It is then clear that

either epEM({0, e}) or epEM({0, e}) and also either peEM({0, e}) or

peEM({0, e}). Note that if ep = p, then epEM({0, e}), since pEM({0, e}).

Conversely, if epEM({0, e}), {0, e, ep} forms an affine basis for M(S), and

then «0=0, ee = e, eep = ep implies e is a left unit for M(S) and conse-

quently ep = p. Thus, ep = p if and only if ep GM({0, e}), if and only if e is a
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left unit; similarly, pe — p if and only if peEM({0, e\) if and only if e is a

right unit. There are now four cases to consider: (1) ep and peEM({0, e\),

(2) e is a left unit and peEM({0, e}), (3) e is aright unit and epEM({0, e\),

and (4) e is a unit.

Case 1. epandpeEM({0, e}). If pe=ae + (l— a)0, then epe = ae + (l— a)0

= pe, and similarly epe — ep; i.e., pe = ep. But then, since {0, e, p} forms an

affine basis for 17(5), it is clear that 17(5) is abelian. Now e-0 = 0 and

epEM({0, e}) so there exists qEM({0, p}) such that eq = e = qe (if ep = 0,

then e■ e = e, ep = 0 imply e-(p+e)/2EM({0,e}) and e(p+e)/2^0). Thus, it

can be assumed that ep = e = pe. Further, p2EM(\e, p\), for {p, p2, e} form

an affine basis otherwise, and ee = e, ep = e, ep2 — e would imply e = 0. Thus

M({e, p\) is a semigroup and if n = e — p+0, then m2 = 0 — e+p2, so the as-

sumption that no w2 = 0 save w = 0 implies p29^e. If p2 = p there is an idem-

potent win M({e,p\) different from e. If p2^p, letp2=ae+(l—a)p(a^0,a^l)

and letu = a/(a — l)e + ( — l/(a — l))p; thenu2 = u?*e. In either case, Theorem

9 implies the idempotent u is a unit for 17({e, p)), since e is a zero. Now let

f=u — e+0; then p=f, f^e, u, or 0, and e/=/e = 0. Then {/, e, 0} forms an

affine basis for 17(5), and (af + Be + yO) (af + be + cO) = aaf + Bbe

+ [l — (aa+8b)]0, and the mapping af+8e +7O—>(a, /3) is an equivalence

between 17(5) and the plane with multiplication (1).

Case 2. e is a /e/2 wmV, £eE17({0, e}). Since ee = e and £e£17({0, ej),

there exists 5 5^0 such that qEM({e, p\) and qe = e, so it can be assumed

pe = e. But then, if £2£lf({e, p}), {pt P*, e} forms an affine basis, ee = e,

p ■ e = e, p2 ■ e = e imply e is a right zero for 17(5), so 0 = 0 • e = e, a contradiction.

Thus, 17({e, p}) is a semigroup with e as left unit and e as a right zero. In

this case, (-e+£+0)2 = -p+£2+0, so if p2 = p, then -e+£+0 is an w^O

such that w2 = 0; thus p27^p. But now it follows easily from Theorem 9 that

17({e, p\) cannot be a semigroup; thus, Case 2 cannot hold, and Case 3 is

treated similarly.

Case 4. e is a unit for 17(5). In this case relabel e as u and then there are

two subcases: (1) there exists e = e2£17(5) with e^u, ep^O, (2) there exists

no idempotent in 17(5) save u and 0. To handle subcase (1), note that if

f=u — e+0, then as in Case 1 above,/ is another idempotent and the proce-

dure here is then identical with that of Case 1. In subcase (2), fixpEM({0, u})

and let p2 — au+bp+cQ, with a+b+c = 1; the claim is that t)2+4a<0. First

62-T-4a^0, for in this case q= —bu/2+p+b0/2 is such that g2 = 0 and q^O.

Similarly, b2+4a is not >0, for if it were, let Ai = (62+4a)I/2 and let

Ax + b 1 r        /Ax + b      1\-|
e =-«-p+\ 1 -I-) 0;

2Ai Ai L        V   2Ai        Ai/J

then e^O, e^u, and e2 — e. Thus A = ( — (62+4a))1/2 is a positive real number,

and q=-(b/A)u + (2/A)p+[l-(-b/A + 2/A)]0 has the property that

22 = 2 0 —m and qEM({0, u}). Then  {q, u, 0} forms an affine basis, and
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(au+8q+y0)(au+bq+c0) = (aa-8b)u+(8a+ab)q+ [l- (aa-Bb+8a+ab)]0,

and the mapping au+8q+yQ—>(a, 8) is an equivalence between M(S) and

the plane under the complex multiplication (2).

Remark 3. The compact affine semigroups T of the plane relative to the

last two multiplications are easy to discover. In the case of the multiplication

(x, y)(a, b) = (xa, yb), it is easy to see that TE{(x, y): \x\ ^1, |y| ^l}, for

otherwise (x, y)n = (xn, y") —* °°. Similarly, if T is a compact semigroup relative

to complex multiplication it must be true that TE[(x, y): x2+y2^ 1}.

3. In this section the convexity of the kernel is investigated. It can be

readily checked that in each of the semigroups described in §2 the kernel is

convex; hence, there results

Theorem 10. If Kis the kernel of a compact affine semigroup S of dimension

^2, then K is convex.

Note, in fact, that if dim 5<2, the theorem has been verified even when

S is not compact. In addition, the following theorem sheds some light on the

three dimensional case.

Theorem 11. If K is the kernel of a compact affine topological semigroup S

of dimension 3, and if S has an identity element u, then K is convex.

Proof. Let e,fEK and suppose that m=ae-\-(l —a)/is not in K, for some

a, with 0<a<l. It can be verified by a straightforward computation that

mem = m2 = mfm, so that in particular m2EK. Moreover, a similar computa-

tion shows that m3 = m2m=(mem)m = m(em)m = mem, the latter since efm

= em. Thus, m3 = m2.

Case 1. Suppose m2EM({u, m}). Then, clearly M(\u, m}) is a one di-

mensional subsemigroup with identity element u and zero m2. By Theorem 9

of §2 M({u, m}) is equivalent to the reals under ordinary multiplication and

thus m must equal m2.

Case 2. If m2EM({u, m}), let ir = M(\u, m, m2}). Clearly ir is a two

dimensional subsemigroup with re*2 as its zero element. If kE^C\K, then

k = km2k = m2 (since m2 is the zero for w); so irC\K = {m2}. Now since it dis-

connects K (e and/are in different components of M(S)\ir), it has been shown

that m2 is a cut point of K. A theorem of Faucett [2] says that under these

circumstances K must consist of left or right zeroes, and thus must be a

minimal left or right ideal, and hence by Theorem 3 of §1 is convex.

Two counter-examples are now offered to possible extensions of the theo-

rem.

Example 1. Let S be the unit cube in R3 (i.e., {(x, y, z):

0| x= 1

0 ^ y ^ 1

0 = z ^ l})
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with the multiplication (a, b, c) o (x, y, z) = (a, y, ay). It is easy to verify

that 5 is a compact affine topological semigroup without unit. In particular

note that this multiplication may be obtained as a matrix multiplication by

representing the point (x, y, z) as the matrix

T    y   0

0   0   0-

x    z    0

It is also easy to see that the kernel of 5 consists of those points in 5 for which

z = xy. Thus the kernel is a portion of a hyperbolic paraboloid and definitely

not convex. In particular the midpoint of the kernel elements (0, 0, 0) and

(1, 1, 1) is not in the kernel.

Example 2. Let u, e, f, g, and h be respectively the points (0, 0, 0, 1),

(1, -1, -1, 0), (-1, 1, -1, 0), (-1, -1, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 1, 0) in R*. Let 5
be the convex hull of these five points and define a multiplication "o" in 5

by (xi, yi, zi, wx) o (x2, y2, z2, w2) = (w2xi+x2, wxy2+yx, ziw2+wiz2+yix2, wiw2).

This again may be considered as a matrix multiplication by representing

(x, y, z, w) as the matrix

w   0   0

z    w   y •

x   0    1

It is easy to check that 5 is a compact affine topological semigroup with u as

its unit, and that K the kernel, consists of those points of 5 for which w = 0,

and z = xy. Thus e and/are kernel elements but their midpoint is not.

At this point the process of classifying three dimensional compact affine

topological semigroups might well begin. We do not attempt such a classifi-

cation but, at the suggestion of the referee, list several pertinent observations.

In what follows 5 is a three dimensional compact affine topological semigroup

with kernel K.

If K is three dimensional and convex then K = S. The structure of K in

this case is easily seen to be one of two types.

I. K is any convex body whose points are all left (or right) zeroes; i.e.

the minimal right (left) ideals are the points in K, and K itself is the minimal

left (right) ideal.
II. K is a solid convex cylinder (not necessarily right circular) whose

sections parallel to the bases are minimal left (or right) ideals and whose

generators are minimal right (left) ideals.

If 5 has an identity element, K is at most two dimensional. If K is two

dimensional, K is a plane section of 5 and again either the minimal right or

left ideals are degenerate or not. In the latter case K must be a parallelogram
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with its interior, and the minimal left ideals are the lines parallel to one pair

of edges while the minimal right ideals are the lines parallel to the other pair

of edges. If K is one dimensional, it is a line whose points are all either left or

right zeroes. Finally, if K is zero dimensional, it is a point and hence a zero.
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